Past Participle Pairs
The Past Participle Pairs game is a fast moving question and answer game which will allow
your students to learn and remember irregular past participle verbs in a very short time. The
cards are designed to be easily sorted back into question and answer piles. Now they can
finally understand the PP and their “write, wrote, written” chants.
80 cards in each pack at 1,500 yen per pack.

Past Participle Pairs' Who? What? Where?
Full list of questions and answers.
Who?
Who has written a love letter?
Rita has written a love letter.
Who has been to Hawaii?
John has been to Hawaii.
Who has bitten an apple?
Mark has bitten an apple.
Who has begun to read books?
Jane has begun to read books.
Who has broken a cup?
Mary has broken a cup.
Who has blown some bubbles?
Bill has blown some bubbles.
Who has chosen custard pudding?
Frank has chosen custard pudding.
Who has done her homework?
Susan has done her homework.
Who has drawn a T Rex?
Tony has drawn a T Rex.
Who has drunk a glass of wine?
Adam has drunk a glass of wine.
Who has eaten many hotcakes?
Chaz has eaten many hotcakes.
Who has fallen down the steps?
Greg has fallen down the steps.
Who has flown a jet fighter?
Eric has flown a jet fighter.
Who has forgotten his lunchbox?
Pat has forgotten his lunchbox.
Who has Peter spoken to?
He has spoken to his teacher.
Who has spoken to his teacher?
Peter has spoken to his teacher.
Who has seen an eagle?
Carol has seen an eagle.
Who has thrown a fastball?
Terry has thrown a fastball.
Who has sung karaoke?
Gloria has sung karaoke.
Who has ridden on a bicycle?
Jeff has ridden on a bicycle.
What?
What has Rita written?
She has written a love letter.
What has Mary broken?
She has broken a cup.
What has Mark bitten?
He has bitten an apple.
What has Jane begun to do?
She has begun to read books.

What has Bill blown?
He has blown some bubbles.
What has Frank chosen?
He has chosen custard pudding.
What has Tony drawn?
He has drawn a T Rex.
What has Susan done?
She has done her homework.
What has Kathy driven?
She has driven a sports car.
What has Adam drunk?
He has drunk a glass of wine.
What has Chaz eaten?
He has eaten many hotcakes.
What has Eric flown?
He has flown a jet fighter.
What has Pat forgotten?
He has forgotten his lunchbox.
What has Carol seen?
She has seen an eagle.
What has Jeff ridden on?
He has ridden on a bicycle.
What has Terry thrown?
He has thrown a fastball.
What has Gloria sung?
She has sung karaoke.
Where?
Where has John been to?
He has been to Hawaii.
Where has Greg fallen?
He has fallen down the steps.

